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In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

___________PREFACE____________
Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds, Who has said in His Noble Book,

“(This is) a blessed Book which We have revealed to you, that they may ponder over its Verses and
those of understanding would be reminded.” [Al-Quran 38:29];

“Then do they not ponder upon the Quran, or are there locks upon their hearts.”
[Al-Quran 47:24].

“And to recite the Quran, and whoever is guided is only guided for (the benefit of) his own
soul.” [Al-Quran 27:92].
And may peace and blessings of Allah be upon the Prophet, Muhammad (SAWS), who said: “The best among
you is he who learns the Quran and then teaches it (to others).” [Bukhari].

Obligations of the Quran on every Muslim
Based on the Quran and Hadith, it can be said that every Muslim has the following obligations towards the
Quran
 To believe in the Quran;
 To read it and recite it daily;
 To understand its commandments;
 To act upon its teachings; and
 To convey its teachings to others
It is obvious that most of these obligations cannot be fully discharged unless the understanding of the Quran is
acquired! When those who were given the book of Allah could no longer prove themselves to be its worthy
bearers, they were described as donkeys laden with books. Allah (SWT) says:

“The likeness of those who were entrusted with the Taurat then they did not bore it (i.e., failed in the
obligations), is like the donkey who carries volumes (of books but understands nothing from
them).” [Al-Quran 62:5].
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On the Day of Judgment our beloved Prophet (SAWS) will say:

“And the Messenger will say, ‘O my Lord! Indeed, my people treated this Quran as a forsaken thing.”
[Al-Quran 25:30].
Most of us devote a precious part of our lives to build our careers. We study a number of books, most of them in
detail, in our schools, colleges, and universities. All these hardships are made to achieve the worldly gains. Do
we devote at least a small percentage of our lifetime to the study of the Quran, which contains true guidance for
achieving the success in this life and in the eternal life hereafter?
We want newspaper as soon as we get up in the morning and we read books and magazines of our fancy. It is
indeed very sad that we have plenty of time at our disposal for everything except for studying the Quran.
Only if we could regularly recite the Quran with understanding, it would not only strengthen our faith but
revolutionize our true relationship with Allah.

Importance of Understanding the Quran via the Arabic Text
The Quran is revealed in Arabic. It is neither prose nor poetry but a unique combination of both. It is simply
inimitable and untranslatable. However, in spite of the limitations of translation, a sincere reader of the Quran
will not be deprived of guidance. The message of the Quran is so powerful that it will have its due effect on the
reader even if one reads the ‘translation’ only. But to feel the real charm of its originality by one's heart, mind,
and reason, and ultimately by the soul, one should understand the Quran via the Arabic text.
We are linked with the Quran through one or all of the following sources: one's own recitation, listening to it in
individual/congregational prayers, and audio and video channels. However, it is essential that we understand the
full message of our Creator.
Easy to learn
It may be emphasized here that there are around 80,000 words in the Quran but the actual words are only around
2000!!! This could also be termed as one of the many miracles of the Quran. Accordingly, if a reader decides to
learn only 10 new words everyday, he can understand the basic message of the Quran within a period of seven
months! So it is indeed very easy to understand the Quran, provided one is willing to learn it.

“And We have certainly made the Quran easy to understand and remember, so is there any
who will remember (or receive admonition)?” [Al-Quran 54:17, 22, 32, 40].
This present work may not be termed as an addition to the existing translations, but an attempt to equip the
reader to understand the revelation directly from the text; thus it will Insha-Allah be a very useful tool for those
who are willing to study the Quran and try to understand it. A beginner can bear in mind the meanings of each
Arabic word provided right below it. Since many words are repeated in the Quran, the student will find for
himself that within a few months of regular study, he is indeed able to understand the Quran through the text
itself.
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It may also be pointed out that a beginner does not have to, in the start itself, be worried about learning
extensive grammar or how to speak the Arabic language. In fact, one has to develop vocabulary before learning
grammar for the following reasons:
•

A child first learns words and then starts linking them together. We speak our mother tongue fluently
without ever learning the grammatical rules. That is to say, we learn it by repeatedly listening to the
words.

•

Learning extensive grammar before improving vocabulary is like putting the cart before the horse. Or
it is like learning different styles of swimming by moving hands in the air inside a swimming pool
without water. One has to fill the swimming pool with water (i.e., increase vocabulary) and then learn
to swim (i.e., to connect the words with grammatical rules).

Importance of daily recitation

“Indeed, those who recite the Book of Allah, and establish prayer, and spend out of
what We have provided them secretly and openly, they hope for a transaction (profit)
that will never perish.” [Al-Quran 35:29].
We should therefore make it binding upon ourselves, among others, to recite the Quran everyday along with an
effort to understand it via the Arabic text. If we recite one Ju'z (para) everyday, we can complete the Quran once
every month. This will not only strengthen our faith but also revolutionize our relationship with Allah.
Some features of this work:
Even though there are many translations of the meanings of the Quran, they do not help the reader in linking the
Arabic words to their meanings. The only purpose of this word-for-word translation is to facilitate learning the
language of the Quran. Even though a few word-for-word translations exist but the format of the present work
is different from them.
•
•
•

The meaning of each word is given right below it.
The translation provided in the left column is kept close to the Arabic and not literal. The objective of the
whole exercise is to enable the reader understand directly from Arabic.
Last, but not the least, the layout is such that it can also be used for regular recitation enabling constant
revision.
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Also, please note:
•

The square brackets [ ] is placed on such words which are necessary in Arabic sentence structure but are not
used in the English sentence structure. For example, look at [the] below:
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•

(of) [the] Judgment.

(of the) Day

(The) Master

Parentheses ( ) are placed on those words which are not there explicitly in the Arabic text but the structure
of the complete Arabic sentence conveys the meanings which include those words. For example, look at (is)
below:

(is) the Book,

That

1

Alif Laam Meem

In translating the words, every effort is made to choose the English word from the existing authentic Quran
translations. Among others, we have benefited from the translations of Saheeh International, Abdullah Yusuf
Ali, Pickthall, Shakir, Muhammad Mohar Ali, Muhammad Asad, Muhammad Taqi-ud-din Al-Hilali and
Muhammad Muhsin Khan extensively. The compilers will be grateful to those who can spare some time and
communicate the errors, if any, to them. Insha-Allah, they will be corrected in future editions of this work.
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